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This Organizational Strategic Plan builds on a 25-year history of hard work and progress. The Oakland Business Improvement District was founded in 1999 to ensure the Central Oakland business district was clean, safe, and vital. Since then, the neighborhood’s anchor institutions — University of Pittsburgh, UPMC, and Carnegie Mellon University — have grown and together formed a center of innovation that is recognized throughout the world.

For Oakland to thrive as a world class center of innovation, it requires a place management organization that sets the standard for growth and innovation as the face of Oakland's future. This plan is our roadmap to reinventing OBID as the place management organization that will ensure Oakland’s place as Pennsylvania’s global center.

This plan is the product of a year of hard work by dozens of community leaders. We are grateful to everyone for their passionate and consistent participation in large leadership meetings, small work groups, and a series of virtual visits to peer organizations in Philadelphia’s University City District, as well as downtowns in Berkeley, California and in Iowa City, Iowa. Business and property owners, cultural organizations, local government and the “ed’s and med’s” all came together to strongly endorse this plan. Our thanks to everyone.

Our collective plan envisions a broader and more comprehensive organization to shape and activate Oakland’s public life. It outlines priorities of Public Space Experience, Business Vitality, Partnerships, and Identity. Most of all, it envisions an exciting face for Oakland’s innovative future.

We are excited to grow forward together!
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FUTURE PLACE MANAGEMENT CONCEPT FOR CENTRAL OAKLAND

Strategic Plan

Oakland: Pennsylvania’s Global Center

- **Vision** — Set the standard for growth and innovation
- **Mission** — Ensure Oakland’s place as Pennsylvania’s global center
- **Values Statement** — Reframe the experience of commercial, retail, office and residential environments, while dismantling oppression, embracing diversity, promoting diverse business and creating spaces for social, racial and economic justice

Priority Goals:

- **Public Space Experience** — Celebrating Oakland together
  Oakland’s public realm will be a dynamic, dense, and interconnected place that features a terrific pedestrian environment.

- **Business Vitality** — Inspiring Oakland’s entrepreneurs
  Oakland will be an innovation hub where research meets industry and new companies are conceived, incubated, scaled in place — and where existing neighborhood-serving businesses can bring prosperity to local operators.

- **Partnerships** — Convening Oakland’s leaders
  Oakland’s aspirations are much larger than any one industry, organization, or institution. The next generation of Oakland will be forged by a coordinated collective of major actors working on shared goals.

- **Identity** — Promoting Oakland’s innovation economy
  Oakland will be known as a regional economic engine and one of the premier innovation hubs of North America.

---
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Major Programs & Objectives

PUBLIC SPACE EXPERIENCE:

Oakland's public realm will be a dynamic, dense, and interconnected place that features a terrific pedestrian environment.

- **Gateways.** Design, fund and implement compelling gateways for Oakland’s core.
- **Schenley Plaza.** Activate Schenley Plaza with a myriad of activities, food, and music.
- **Public Realm.** Activate Oakland’s plazas, green spaces and sidewalks.
- **Public Art.** Enrich Oakland’s core with mind blowing public art and colorful banners and signage.
- **Clean & Safe.** Maintain clean and safe public areas for everyone to enjoy.
- **Design & Development Review.** Create Oakland design standards and guidance to influence new development proposals.
- **Regional Transportation.** Improve Oakland’s connections to the airport and throughout the region through transit, ride sharing, information, and wayfinding.
- **Parking & Circulation.** Make it easier to do business in Oakland through parking supply and management, shuttle services, and ride sharing.
- **Accessibility.** Champion universal access to all of Oakland.
Major Programs & Objectives

BUSINESS VITALITY:
Oakland will be an innovation hub where research meets industry and new companies are conceived, incubated, scaled in place — and where existing neighborhood-serving businesses can bring prosperity to local operators.

- **Retail Corridors.** Curate Oakland’s retail corridors (Forbes, Fifth, Craig) as specialized districts, with unique niches at special places (elements: offices away from ground floors; Forbes & Meyran as an upscale restaurant destination; targeted recruitment; master leases; matching funds; etc.). Provide technical assistance to individual property owners on the business mix within their buildings.

- **Business Resource Center.** Establish a one-stop-shop for all business needs.

- **Pop-ups.** Work with Pitt & UPMC to provide space for pop-up and start-up businesses.

- **Diverse Entrepreneurs.** Encourage and support minority and women entrepreneurs.

- **Shared Purchasing.** Organize Oakland’s collective buying power to help small businesses provide better products and services at competitive prices.

- **Supportive Infrastructure.** Support small businesses by managing curbside uses, deliveries, fleets, and other services to make more efficient use of limited space.

- **Regional Transportation.** Improve Oakland’s connections to the airport and throughout the region through transit, ride sharing, information, and wayfinding.

- **Parking & Circulation.** Make it easier to do business in Oakland through parking supply and management, shuttle services, and ride sharing.

- **Oakland Entrepreneur Fund.** Establish and Oakland Entrepreneur Fund to to seed and scale new local retail businesses.
Oakland's aspirations are much larger than any one industry, organization, or institution. The next generation of Oakland will be forged by a coordinated collective of major actors working on shared goals.

- **Reinvent OBID.** Reposition and rebrand OBID as the central go-to convener of stakeholders around Oakland's complex public/private/partnership issues
  - Umbrella organization with multiple parts (i.e., clean & safe; arts; transportation; public space, etc.)
  - Include all of Oakland's mixed-use public realm, including the Fifth/Forbes Corridor, Craig Street, Baum Center, and ... (some of this will be beyond current — or future — assessment district boundaries).

- **Housing.** Champion and fundraise to support a diversity of housing in Oakland.

- **Neighborhood Services.** Champion supportive services for Oakland as a complete neighborhood, including schools, daycare, grocery stores, parks, and amenities.

- **Race & Social Justice.** Advocate for equity in all things across race, gender, abilities, national origin, sexual orientation, etc.

- **Advocacy.** Be a voice for Oakland's businesses, residents, students, and property owners on public and private policies related to small business, transportation, public safety, and other issues.

- **Human and Social Services.** Partner with housing and services providers to make sure Oakland has adequate affordable housing and supportive services for all residents.
IDENTITY:

Oakland will be known as a regional economic engine and one of the premier innovation hubs of North America.

- **Re-inventing OBID’s Branding to align with “Pennsylvania’s Global Center”**
  - Wayfinding, signage, kiosks, websites, street signs, concerts, festivals, an Oakland Visitor Center, and other activities.
  - Multiple languages; responsive to many cultures.
  - Local, regional, and national audiences.
  - Center for Academic/Research/Innovation; think tanks; thinker/innovator speaker series; national & international organizations; summertime conferences.
  - Wedding industry, including bakeries, planners, designers, etc.

- **Events.** Support an annual schedule of events of all sizes, managing some and encouraging events by others. (International Art Lighting Festival).

- **Arts & Culture.** Celebrate Oakland’s arts and culture (STEAM; not just STEM), collective programming, outside as well as inside, art in co-working and co-living spaces, start-ups.

- **Institutions.** Work with the institutions to be sure that Oakland’s brand is prominent throughout their campuses and facilities, as well as their marketing and outreach.

- **Oakland Media.** Create an Oakland blog, news outlet, and cable news show.
The Face of Oakland’s Future:
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